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iving in four foreign countries by
the time I was 18 years old definitely influenced my choice to
become a U.S. diplomat. There’s
still nothing quite like traveling to a new
country to experience a different language,
fascinating culture, and exotic foods. But
having helped countless Americans overseas throughout 32 years as a consular
officer, I’ve learned the value of being prepared before a trip.

Handy Tools
What can you do to prepare for the unexpected while traveling overseas? Follow our
Traveler’s Checklist (travel.state.gov/travelerschecklist) and read up on your destination,
its entry and exit requirements, laws, health
conditions, and any Travel Warnings or Travel Alerts currently in effect. Pay close attention to our safety and security information
to decide if traveling there is right for you.
If you’re taking a cruise, check out

travel.state.gov/cruise. And don’t forget your
medications!

Documents
Next, make sure you have the right documents. Get a passport early! We’re issuing
a record number of passports in 2017, so
make sure you apply at least three months
before you travel. Allow more time if you
need foreign visas. Already have a passport?
Make sure it will be valid at least six months
after you return home and that it has at
least two blank pages (and maybe more
depending on your destination). Traveling
with children under age 16? Check their
passport expiration dates closely – passports for minors are only valid for five years.
If you’re traveling alone with children, some
countries require custody documents or
notarized consent from the other parent.

Get Connected
Another thing to do before you go abroad
is sign up for our free Smart Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP.state.gov) to get up-to-

date safety and security messages and to
help us reach you in case of an emergency
while you’re overseas. You can also connect
with us: @TravelGov, on Twitter and Facebook.

HeaLthcare Abroad
Finally – prepare for the unexpected by
having insurance coverage for medical
expenses, emergency evacuation, flight delays/cancellations, etc. Medicare and many
U.S. healthcare policies do not provide coverage abroad. Foreign medical providers
often require cash up front, and a medical evacuation back to the States can cost
$100,000 or more.
Even with good planning, you can find
yourself in the middle of a natural disaster
or political unrest. Read What Can You Do in
a Crisis Abroad? Be aware of your surroundings and have an exit plan wherever you
go. In the event of an emergency, follow
instructions from local authorities, monitor
local media, and let your family know if you
are okay.

P h o t o g r a p h i n g

Happiness
in THE Land
of Thunder
Dragon
Pennsylvania-based photographer
Frank T. Smith commemorates his
intriguing travels to Bhutan
By John D. Adams

Careful planning and research can help
you avoid most problems overseas, but U.S.
consular officers are available worldwide to
help in case of an emergency. If you need
help, contact the nearest U.S. embassy or
consulate (contact info at usembassy.gov).
Whether you’re an experienced or first-time
traveler – from the East Coast, West Coast,
or America’s heartland – I hope you’ll visit
our website, travel.state.gov, and make a
plan for exploring this great world of ours.
Safe travels!
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oland. Germany. Haiti. South
Sudan. Atacama. India. Photojournalist and Olympus Trailblazer Frank T. Smith’s passport
collection must resemble an international
card game of “choose your own adventure.”
Only his adventures are all about real-life,
and lifelong, passion. Armed primarily with
a camera and a wide, open smile, Smith
has photographed a planet-full of locales
and the people who reside in them. Here,
Smith shares his excursion to the mysterious Kingdom of Bhutan.

The real Shangri-La?
Crouching between the monumental slopes
of the Himalayas, The Kingdom of Bhutan
could rightfully be considered the shy brother of his more well-known siblings: China,
India and Nepal. Remote by any standard,
in all of its centuries Bhutan has never been
colonized by another country. So perhaps
one could be forgiven for romanticizing
Bhutan as the fabled land of Shangri-La
popularized by James Hilton’s 1933 novel,
“The Lost Horizon.” The two lands bear a
number of striking similarities. Most notably, an unusually high “Gross National
Happiness” quotient. A concept created
by the country itself, to the point of being
included in Bhutan’s 2008 constitution.

A dedicated trailblazer
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Arguably one of Smith’s most far-flung
adventures led him, along with seven
photographer friends, to visit the remote country of Bhutan. “We went to
Bhutan from Calcutta, which was tricky
because they allow a limited number of
people into the country.” Smith’s images
depict a serene, vibrant country peopled
with open faces and generous spirits.
“I wanted to show things that I felt were
representative of the country and that
would try to give a good depiction
of the diversity and types of people we
encountered.”
One of Smith’s greatest challenges
was trying to photograph some of
the country’s teeming population of
Buddhist monks. No. Not for any theological reason. Remarkably, Smith
couldn’t seem to capture a moment
when the monks weren’t using their cell
phones! Even in a country as isolated as
Bhutan, 21st century situations still exist.
“It was crazy! But fortunately the more
remote we ventured into the country
the less technology we encountered.

Arguably one of
Smith’s most farflung adventures led
him, along with seven
photographer
friends, to visit the
remote country
of Bhutan.

Above: A view of the Dzong
from the interior
Left: Prayer time
with instruments.
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Today, Smith’s enthusiasm, talent, and
dedication to his craft helped him become an Olympus Trailblazer. He is one
of just 12 photographers in the Northern
Hemisphere that the venerable camera
company has asked to test, critique, work-

Beautiful Bhutan
and beyond
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After journeying literally thousands of
miles crisscrossing the globe on assignment for Olympus, on trips for pleasure, or
lending his talents as a philanthropic photojournalist, Frank Smith’s enthusiasm never seems to wane. “Olympus Visionaries are
established, award-winning professional
photographers who travel the world with
Olympus products to capture life’s beauty
and splendor,” remarked Smith. “And as a
philanthropic photojournalist, I’ve been
fortunate to work for a lot of international
non-profit organizations. That has certainly helped me get to a lot of crazy parts of
the world that I would not have otherwise
gotten to.”

shop, and discuss photographic equipment. The elite members of the program
include several Pulitzer Prize–winning
photographers, as well as artists whose
careers have included assignments
around the globe.
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Mountain morning mist

“The colors in Bhutan were absolutely unbelievable. Just a vibrant,
colorful country,” reflected Smith. When asked about his ability to
share in some of the people’s most intimate rituals, Smith offered:
“I try to be very friendly. The international sign is a big smile; I have a
great attitude, which has literally opened many doors for me. A lot of
my photographs from Bhutan were people who invited me into their
homes when they were doing prayers with family and friends and
playing various instruments. I’d politely ask if I could photograph them
and in every case they all said ‘yes.’ It was an amazing experience to
have that chance to not only photograph, but be a part of these
very intimate rituals. If I hadn’t been a photographer, I never would have
had these opportunities.”
See more of Frank T. Smith’s work at: www.franksmithphotos.com
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Bhutanese bridge with prayer flags

Frank T. Smith
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